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Abstract

We investigate the morphology of size–frequency distributions (SFDs) resulting from impacts into 100-km-diameter parent asteroids, repre-
sented by a suite of 161 SPH/N -body simulations conducted to study asteroid satellite formation [Durda, D.D., Bottke, W.F., Enke, B.L., Merline,
W.J., Asphaug, E., Richardson, D.C., Leinhardt, Z.M., 2004. Icarus 170, 243–257]. The spherical basalt projectiles range in diameter from 10 to
46 km (in equally spaced mass increments in logarithmic space, covering six discrete sizes), impact speeds range from 2.5 to 7 km/s (generally in
1 km/s increments), and impact angles range from 15◦ to 75◦ (nearly head-on to very oblique) in 15◦ increments. These modeled SFD morpholo-
gies match very well the observed SFDs of many known asteroid families. We use these modeled SFDs to scale to targets both larger and smaller
than 100 km in order to gain insights into the circumstances of the impacts that formed these families. Some discrepancies occur for families
with parent bodies smaller than a few tens of kilometers in diameter (e.g., 832 Karin), however, so due caution should be used in applying our
results to such small families. We find that ∼20 observed main-belt asteroid families are produced by the catastrophic disruption of D > 100 km
parent bodies. Using these data as constraints, collisional modeling work [Bottke Jr., W.F., Durda, D.D., Nesvorný, D., Jedicke, R., Morbidelli,
A., Vokrouhlický, D., Levison, H.F., 2005b. Icarus 179, 63–94] suggests that the threshold specific energy, Q∗

D, needed to eject 50% of the target
body’s mass is very close to that predicted by Benz and Asphaug [Benz, W., Asphaug, E., 1999. Icarus 142, 5–20].
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The known asteroid families are remnants of disruption
events that took place millions to billions of years ago within
the main belt (e.g., Zappalà et al., 2002). They are identified by
their clustered elements in proper semimajor axis, eccentricity,
and inclination space (Knežević et al., 2002). By investigat-
ing asteroid families, we can glean insights into collisions, the
primary geologic processes affecting small bodies in the Solar
System, as well as the nature and internal structure of asteroids
and planetesimals.

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: durda@boulder.swri.edu (D.D. Durda).
0019-1035/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The size–frequency distributions (SFDs) produced by fami-
ly-forming events are important diagnostic tools in understand-
ing the results of a wide range of fragmentation events. The
overall shape of each family’s SFD (e.g., average power-law
slope index, size of largest remnant vs smaller debris) par-
tially characterizes the nature of the impact that produced it
(catastrophic vs cratering, size/speed of impactor, oblique vs
head-on). Moreover, detailed features of the SFD (e.g., sizes at
which slope changes occur) may yield important clues to the in-
ternal structure of the parent body prior to the family-forming
event, such as the presence of and/or characteristic size of struc-
tural sub-units. The SFD may even carry sufficient information
to allow us to compute the original size/mass of the parent body.
These insights cannot easily be estimated from the observed
fragments for two reasons: (i) an unknown but presumably large
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fraction of each family’s total mass is in the form of bodies too
small to be directly observed using current methods, and (ii) the
SFDs of most families have experienced significant modifica-
tions over millions to billions of years of collisional evolution.
By estimating the size of each family’s parent body, we can
provide solid constraints for both the unknown disruption law
governing asteroid breakups and collisional evolution processes
within the main belt over the last several billion years (e.g., Bot-
tke et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Pioneering work in modeling asteroid family SFDs has been
done in recent years by Tanga et al. (1999) and Michel et
al. (2001, 2002, 2003, 2004a, 2004b). Tanga et al. showed that
geometric effects related to the finite volume of fragments from
the disruption of a parent body are very important in shaping
the resulting SFDs of several observed asteroid families. In par-
ticular, they showed, using a relatively simple model that did
not rely on a detailed numerical simulation of the fragmentation
process, how the overall steepness and morphology of the SFD
changes depending on the size of the largest remnant, which in
turn is a function of the specific impact energy. That study was
the first comprehensive attempt at qualitatively explaining sev-
eral properties of the SFDs of observed asteroid families. More
recently, Michel et al. have carried out impact and reaccumu-
lation simulations using techniques similar to those presented
here (namely, coupling a fragmentation code with a particle
gravity code). By striking their model parent bodies with pro-
jectiles at various impact angles, speeds, and projectile masses,
they showed that the size and velocity distributions of select
asteroid families are very similar to those produced by the reac-
cumulation of debris following catastrophic impacts. They also
found that satellites form readily as a byproduct of the reac-
cumulation process. Michel et al. consider both competent and
pre-shattered target configurations, most recently focusing on
detailed simulations of the Karin cluster (Michel et al., 2003)
and the Koronis and Eunomia families (Michel et al., 2004a).
Those studies concluded that pre-shattered targets tend to pro-
duce collision outcomes in better agreement with those of the
real families than do simulations with monolithic parent bod-
ies.

Nesvorný et al. (2006) used similar codes and a revised
Karin cluster membership to show that the disruption of an
unfractured (monolithic) parent body produces the most sat-
isfactory match to the observed Karin cluster SFD. With the
revised Karin cluster membership, Michel et al.’s (2003) sim-
ulations with monolithic parent bodies also produce very good
matches to the observed SFD.

Motivated by these studies and with new family member-
ship classifications in hand, we investigate in this paper the
morphology of SFDs resulting from a wide range of impacts
into 100-km-diameter, solid basalt parent asteroids. Our runs
are represented by a suite of 161 SPH/N -body simulations con-
ducted to study asteroid satellite formation (Durda et al., 2004).
We scale and compare these modeled SFDs with those of the
observed main-belt asteroid families (thus effectively scaling
the 100-km-diameter target to target sizes applicable to the ob-
served families) in order to shed light on the circumstances of
family formation and the size of the parent asteroid. We believe
the matrix of runs described here, once scaled, cover most of
the impact scenarios that take place in the main belt. Our model
and results are presented below.

2. Numerical technique

The results presented here are derived from the same suite of
impact simulations presented in Durda et al. (2004); we summa-
rize only briefly here the numerical techniques used in the sim-
ulations and refer the reader to Durda et al. (2004) for further
details. Recent reviews of asteroid collisional disruption, in-
cluding observations, experimental scaling, and computational
modeling, are found in Ryan (2000), Holsapple et al. (2002),
and Asphaug et al. (2002).

We model the collision phase of cratering and catastrophic
impacts between two asteroids with the 3-dimensional SPH
code SPH3D (Benz and Asphaug, 1995), which models shock
propagation in elastic solids, utilizing the von Mises plastic
yield criterion for intense deformation together with an explicit
fracture and dynamic fragmentation model acting on the prin-
cipal tensile component of the stress tensor during brittle de-
formation. Gravitational self-compression of the target during
the impact phase is treated as an overburden stress that must
be exceeded before fracture can initiate (Asphaug and Melosh,
1993). We utilize a Tillotson equation of state model (Tillotson,
1962) for basalt. In our satellite formation work with these
simulations, we found that the modeled collision outcomes for
targets with 100,000 or more particles matched each other suf-
ficiently well that we concluded that we achieved resolution
convergence for fragments a few to several kilometers in di-
ameter.

Once the impact phase of the simulations is complete (ejecta
flow fields established with no further fragmentation/damage),
the outcomes of the SPH models are handed off as the initial
conditions for N -body gravitational simulations using the code
pkdgrav (Richardson et al., 2000; Leinhardt and Richard-
son, 2002; Leinhardt et al., 2000; Stadel, 2001). pkdgrav is
a scalable, parallel tree code for modeling the gravitational in-
teractions between the resulting fragments, with the ability to
rapidly detect and accurately treat low-speed collisions between
particles, thus allowing for realistic modeling of the formation
of rubble pile accumulations among ejected fragments. Low-
speed collisions between debris fragments are treated as merg-
ers resulting in a new spherical particle of appropriate combined
mass and equivalent diameter.

The N -body phase of each simulation is run to about 4
days after the impact. As described in Durda et al. (2004), our
choice of 4 days of N -body simulation time after impact was
set by a combination of available CPU resources and limita-
tions inherent in the simulations due to the fact that irregular
primary asteroid shapes are not preserved and mutual tidal in-
teractions are not included. We note that for some of the more
highly catastrophic impacts, where a great deal of small de-
bris is ejected at high speed, 4 days may not provide sufficient
time for the gravitational reaccumulation phase to run its full
course. For instance, some of the Koronis family simulations
performed by Michel et al. (2003), in which the largest remnant
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mass was only ∼4% of the parent body mass, required up to 11
days of simulation time because some significant reaccumula-
tions were still taking place. We have performed a number of
‘spot checks,’ running nearly two dozen of the N -body simu-
lations to approximately 16 days after the impact, in order to
sample the degree of convergence in our 4-day N -body simu-
lations. In general, we do indeed see the greatest differences in
final largest remnant diameter among the most energetic of our
simulated impact events, but even in these cases we find that the
largest remnant diameters increased by at most only a few per-
cent, with a negligible change in the morphology of the family
SFD. Still, we urge caution when interpreting the results of our
most catastrophic impact simulations.

The target asteroids in this study are 100-km-diameter solid
basalt spheres. The spherical basalt projectiles range in diam-
eter from 10 to 46 km (in equally spaced mass increments in
logarithmic space, covering six discrete sizes: 10, 14, 18, 25,
34, and 46 km), impact speeds range from 2.5 to 7 km/s (gener-
ally in 1 km/s increments, bounding the range of typical mutual
impact speeds in the main belt (Bottke et al., 1994)), and im-
pact angles range from 15◦ to 75◦ (i.e., nearly head-on to very
oblique) in 15◦ increments. Details of each of the simulation
outcomes are presented in Table 1 of Durda et al. (2004).

3. Results

3.1. Largest remnant mass ratio vs specific impact energy

The large number of simulations completed for this study
allows comparison with results of previous laboratory im-
pact experiments giving the largest remnant to target mass
ratio (Mlr/Mtarg) as a function of the specific impact energy
(KEimp/Mtarg). Fujiwara et al. (1989) present a compilation of
such data for various material types and experimental condi-
tions in their Fig. 2. The prevalent feature of the log(Mlr/Mtarg)

vs log(KEimp/Mtarg) plot in that figure is the linear trend of the
data, with a slope index of about −0.79. We have reproduced
this plot for our matrix of SPH/N -body simulations (Fig. 1),
separating the results by impact angle. We see a similar linear
trend in our results in the regime of catastrophic fragmentation,
but with significantly steeper slopes (approximately −2.6 for
impact angles of 15◦ and 30◦ and about −3.7 for an impact
angle of 45◦) and a possible upturn deviating from the linear
trend for the most catastrophic impacts. The gentle rollover to-
ward Mlr/Mtarg = 1 for the low-energy, cratering impacts is not
observed in the laboratory experiments. The steepening of the
linear portion of the plot for our simulation results may be a
product of the substantial gravitational reaccumulation that oc-
curs among the impact debris in these simulations. At modest
impact energies in the catastrophic disruption regime the largest
remnants can grow significantly more massive over time than
their initial masses immediately after the impact, moving their
data points upward on the plot relative to data points for more
energetic impacts where less reaccumulation takes place. No
such gravitational reaccumulation can occur in the laboratory-
scale experiments.
3.2. SFD morphologies

Before describing our model results in more detail, we intro-
duce here nomenclature that we use to describe some attributes
of SFD morphologies and to refer to particular model runs. The
overall shape of the SFD tends to be more ‘concave’ (i.e., steep
slope at small member sizes but shallow slope at large member
sizes, so that relatively more members are small) for the lowest-
energy events (cratering events, produced by impacts by small
and/or low-speed projectiles) and more ‘convex’ (i.e., shallow
slope at small sizes but steep at large sizes, so that relatively
more members are large) for the higher-energy events (super-
catastrophic disruption, produced by impacts with large and/or
high-speed projectiles). More explicitly, a barely catastrophic
disruption event is defined as one where 50% of the target is
ejected at escape velocities. Cratering events are then defined
as those where much less than 50% of the ejecta escapes, while
supercatastrophic disruption events are those where much more
than 50% escapes.

Fig. 2 illustrates our use of the terms ‘convex’ and ‘con-
cave’ in the context of this study. We name the output of a
particular impact simulation with respect to the target mater-
ial, the impact speed, the impact angle, and the logarithm of
the target-to-projectile mass ratio, respectively. Thus, for exam-
ple, model Basalt_5_30_1.8 involved a 100-km-diameter solid
basalt target, impacted at 5 km/s at a 30◦ impact angle by a
25-km-diameter projectile.

The fragment SFDs resulting from the suite of 161 SPH/N -
body simulations display a wide range of morphologies, as dis-
played in Fig. 3. Most generally, and as intuition would lead
one to expect, for a given impact speed low-energy impacts
result in cratering events while high-energy impacts result in
catastrophic to super-catastrophic events. Low impact energies
can be achieved by small impactor size and/or low impact speed
and/or a large impact angle.

At a given impact angle, the lowest-energy impacts produce
SFDs with a single very large remnant and a somewhat concave
SFD for fragments smaller than ∼5 km. At the highest impact
speeds we have run (7 km/s) the second-largest fragments have
diameters of about 7 or 8 km so that the SFD for the cratering
debris becomes very much more concave.

At a given impact speed, the size of the largest remnant
decreases with increasing impactor size while the size of the
second-largest fragment increases, so that concave cratering
SFDs begin to transform into more linear, power-law-like
SFDs. At the transition between these two SFD morphological
regimes the largest remnant has a diameter of ∼20 km, cor-
responding to a largest remnant-to-original target mass ratio,
Mlr/Mtarg, of ∼0.008. That transition occurs at smaller im-
pactor sizes for greater impactor speeds and at greater impactor
sizes for larger impactor angles. This perhaps rather obvious
behavior follows the results of Tanga et al. (1999) who showed
quite effectively, with a purely geometric model of the disrup-
tion process, that what really drives the change in overall SFD
morphology is the size of the resulting largest remnant.

Impacts that maximize the number of similar-size largest
remnants (at ∼20 km, Mlr/Mtarg ≈ 0.008) occur at impact
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Fig. 1. Largest remnant mass ratio versus specific impact energy for our SPH/N -body simulation results, for an impact angle of 15◦ (a), 30◦ (b), 45◦ (c), 60◦ (d),
75◦ (e). The inset shows the color and size coding for the data points, keyed to impactor speed and diameter.
speeds of 4–6 km/s with 25–34-km-diameter impactors, requir-
ing larger impactors at higher speeds for more oblique impacts
and smaller impactors at lower speeds for more head-on im-
pacts. These same impacts also produce SFDs with the shal-
lowest slopes overall. There seems to be a greater tendency for
the SFD to become somewhat ‘humpy’ (i.e., to display a signif-
icant convex hump for the largest fragments) near this impact
regime for more head-on impacts than for more oblique ones.
Knowledge of other details of the collision outcome, such as
the shape of the fragment ejection velocity field, are required in
order to fully characterize the impact angle for any particular
family, however.

The transition point where ‘concave’ cratering SFDs begin
to transform into more linear power law SFDs occurs at smaller
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Fig. 2. ‘Concave’ versus ‘convex’ SFDs.
impactor sizes for greater impactor speeds and at greater im-
pactor sizes for larger impactor angles. Impacts that maximize
the number of similar-size largest remnants (at ∼20 km) oc-
cur at impact speeds of 6–7 km/s with 25–34-km-diameter
impactors; larger impactors at higher speeds are required to
achieve the same results for oblique impacts as for smaller im-
pactors at lower speeds impacting more nearly head-on. The
SFDs with the very shallowest slopes overall derive from im-
pacts at about 4–6 km/s with 25–34-km-diameter impactors.

Examination of Figs. 3a–3c reveals a broad boundary sepa-
rating cratering impacts from supercatastrophic disruption. This
threshold catastrophic disruption ‘corridor’ represents the vary-
ing combination of impactor size and speed that carries the
same Q∗

D threshold specific energy necessary for catastrophic
disruption (i.e., impacts that leave a largest remnant with 50%
the mass of the original target asteroid). Impacts to the upper
left above the corridor are cratering collisions, while impacts
to the lower right below the corridor are supercatastrophic dis-
ruptions. There is some hint that the morphology of the SFD
changes from more convex to more concave as one moves along
the corridor to the upper right—to smaller, faster impactors. We
speculate that perhaps the larger, slower impactor combination
allows for more gravitational reaccumulation among the larger
debris, contributing to the convexity of the SFD, than does the
higher energy density of the smaller, faster impactor combina-
tion, which creates more of a ‘spray’ of cratering-type debris.
The catastrophic disruption corridor shifts to the lower right (to
higher energy through larger, faster impactors) from Figs. 3a–
3c as impacts become more and more oblique. The corridor all
but disappears off the bottom right of Fig. 3d and is not present
at all in Fig. 3e; the oblique 60◦ and 75◦ impacts in these simu-
lations result almost entirely in cratering collisions.

3.3. Comparison of modeled SFDs with observed asteroid
families

A visual inspection of the complete suite of simulation re-
sults shows that these modeled SFD morphologies match very
well the variety of observed SFDs of actual asteroid families
(Fig. 4). The families were determined using clustering algo-
rithms that look for similar proper semimajor axis, eccentricity,
and inclination values (Zappalà et al., 2002). Our formal pro-
cedure for determining families is described in Nesvorný et
al. (2003). The diameters of the family members were com-
puted from their absolute magnitudes and albedos. Where pos-
sible, we used the albedo of the objects cited in the literature.
In most cases, however, this information was unavailable. To
circumvent this problem, we assumed that small objects in a
family had the same albedo as the larger members of the fam-
ily and/or albedos representative of the same taxonomic class
(Cellino et al., 2002).

Some main-belt families are known or suspected to have in-
terlopers among their larger members based on spectroscopic
observations as a proxy for plausible mineralogical composition
(e.g., Cellino et al., 2002; Table 1). Since the presence of these
interlopers can affect the morphology of the observed family
SFDs, the individual interlopers have been removed from the
family SFDs before comparison with our modeled SFDs. Those
families are indicated with “noint” appended to the family name
in Fig. 4 and the SFD plotted is the family SFD ‘cleaned’ of
known or suspected interlopers. See Table 1 for details of which
asteroids were removed in these cases. In at least one case, the
(410) Chloris family, the inability to match the observed SFD
with anything from our matrix of simulations hints at the pres-
ence of otherwise unidentified interlopers; our models suggest
that either the largest or second largest member of that family
is an interloper.

Our modeled SFDs can be used to estimate the parent body
diameter (DPB) of observed asteroid families by plotting the
(morphologically matching) modeled SFD and the observed
family SFD to the same scale on the same plot. This assumes,
of course, that collision outcomes are scalable to the observed
families. While this approximation appears to be reasonable
(to zeroth order) for most observed families, we caution that it
may well break down when the gravitational acceleration of the
family’s parent body is significantly larger or smaller than our
model parent body. Recalling that the modeled family assumed
a 100-km-diameter parent body, the resulting largest remnant
and SFD of associated smaller fragments may need to be off-
set to the left or right to match the observed SFD, suggesting a
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larger or smaller parent body for the observed family, respec-
tively. The magnitude of this offset in logarithmic units yields
the factor increase or decrease in the diameter of the actual
family parent body from the 100-km-diameter parent body of
the modeled family. Hence, this method of deriving the actual
family parent body diameter by scaling from our 100-km par-
ent body simulation results assumes that the impact outcomes
scale linearly with parent body size. See Section 4 for further
discussion.

We have developed an objective, numerical algorithm for
performing these fits that is least-squares-like in operation. The
algorithm is a particle cloud overlap method that simply mini-
mizes the sum of the distances between each pair of observed
and modeled SFD points as the modeled SFD is ‘slid’ horizon-
tally past the observed family SFD in log(N) versus log(D)

space, where N is the cumulative number of objects with di-
ameter larger than D. The pair distances are weighted by the
inverse square of the root N error assumed for each point in the
cumulative SFDs. The observed and modeled SFDs are ‘trun-
cated’ prior to the fitting routine: we do not include observed
family members below the apparent observational complete-
ness limit (these would, of course, bias the fit), and we limit
the number of fragments in the modeled family to the same
number as above the completeness limit of the observed family.
Tests of this fitting algorithm demonstrate that the numerical fits
agree very nicely with those previously obtained ‘by eye’ (i.e.,
Durda et al., 2003), and they have the benefit of being more
objective than the simple ‘eyeball’ method (i.e., Bottke et al.,
2005a), with more formal estimates of the error in the fits.

We illustrate this fitting technique for the case of the (1726)
Hoffmeister family (Fig. 5). Visual comparison of the features
of this family’s SFD (size of largest remnant, largest remnant
size to second-largest remnant size ratio, overall shape and
slope index, etc.) with those of similar modeled SFDs yields
rough agreement with several models in our suite of simulations
and best agreement with one in particular—Basalt_7_45_1.4
(a supercatastrophic disruption resulting in a ∼20-km-diameter
largest remnant). Shifting the modeled SFD to the right by a fac-
tor of ∼1.5 results in a very good match to the observed (1726)
Hoffmeister family SFD, suggesting that this family resulted
from the supercatastrophic breakup of a ∼150-km-diameter
parent object. Note that this parent body size is considerably
larger than the ∼69-km-diameter parent body size derived by
merely summing the volume represented by the observed fam-
ily members. Significant discovery incompleteness at diame-
ters smaller than about 9 km misses much of the mass in this
family, suggesting that ∼90% of the mass of this family is
unaccounted for observationally. If this result is generally ap-
plicable to other families as well, then there is considerable
“missing mass” in the main asteroid belt, at least from the point
of view of the production of small family members (Zappalà
and Cellino, 1996). The derived shape of the main-belt SFD by
Bottke et al. (2005a, 2005b), however, is shallow; this implies
that family SFDs experience sufficient collisional evolution af-
ter formation. According to modeling results, these steep SFDs
eventually erode back to the same shape of the background
main-belt SFD (Bottke et al., 2005c). This may explain why so
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. An illustration of the numerical routine for fitting a modeled SFD to an observed main-belt asteroid family, in this case the (1762) Hoffmeister family. (a) The
candidate modeled SFD, plotted in gray, must be shifted to the right by a factor of 1.5 in order to fit the observed SFD. This suggests a parent asteroid a factor of
1.5 larger than the 100-km-diameter target asteroid assumed in the simulation. (b) Best fit of the Basalt_7_45_1.4 model SFD to the observed (1726) Hoffmeister
family SFD.
many families have shallow slopes for D < 5 km (Morbidelli et
al., 2003).

The results of our fitting routine depend on subjective de-
cisions that must be made as to where lies the observational
completeness limit in the observed family SFD (which we
take to be the size at which the roughly power-law-like trend
starts to become significantly shallower) and where the mod-
eled SFDs should be truncated when performing the fit. We
examined the dependence of our results on these decisions by
varying these cutoff limits. With the observationally complete
(1726) Hoffmeister family limited to 100 members, we trun-
cated the Basalt_7_45_1.4 modeled SFD to 200, 100, and 43
members and ran our fitting routine. The resulting offset factors
were 1.524, 1.503, and 1.435, respectively. When the number
of members in the observed family SFD was changed to 200
and the modeled family truncated to 400, 200, and 100 mem-
bers, the resulting offset factors were 1.528, 1.500, and 1.455,
respectively. These results suggest that the uncertainty in the
derived parent body diameter resulting from the fitting routine
itself is only of order a few kilometers; for this model fit we
derive a parent body diameter of 150 km, with an uncertainty
of about 3–4% depending on the choice of completeness cutoff.
This ‘internal’ fit error is significantly less than the difference in
derived parent body diameter obtained with the other candidate
model SFD (i.e., 118 km, from the simulation Basalt_3_15_1.4;
see Table 1) and less than the uncertainties inherent in the tech-
nique itself, as discussed in Section 4 below.

We illustrate another example, this time with a family for
which the observed SFD suggests a cratering impact rather than
a catastrophic disruption. Visual comparison of the features of
the (283) Emma family’s SFD with our model results suggests
a good match to the simulation Basalt_4_15_2.2 (Fig. 6). As
for the (1726) Hoffmeister family above, we ran several fits
with various choices of SFD cutoffs. With the observation-
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5b, but for the (283) Emma family. The largest member of this family, (283) Emma itself, lies just off the right edge of the plot at a diameter of
148 km.
ally complete family limited to 68 members and the modeled
SFD truncated to 136, 68, and 34 members, the resulting off-
set factors were 1.935, 1.905, and 1.876, respectively. With the
observationally complete family limited to 34 members and the
modeled SFD truncated to 68, 34, and 17 members, the result-
ing offset factors were 1.949, 1.914, and 1.880, respectively.
Again, the internal error due to the fitting routine itself is only
of order a few percent; for this model fit we derive a parent
body diameter of 190 km. The model Basalt_3_30_1.8 is also a
good match to the observed morphology of this family, yielding
a parent body size estimate of 180 km.

The results of our analysis for the families examined by
Nesvorný et al. (2005) are presented in Table 1. A few fami-
lies from the Nesvorný et al. (2005) study (e.g., 4652 Iannini
and 18405 FY12) were not examined here due to the very small
number of members in those families and the likelihood of sig-
nificant discovery incompleteness even among the largest fam-
ily members. The model fits in Table 1 are listed in descending
order of ‘goodness’ of fit within each family, as measured by
the normalized sum of the distances between the observed and
modeled SFDs. Because the fitting routine weights more highly
the larger number of smaller fragments, there are several cases
where a more subjective visual inspection of the fit reveals that
features of the SFD among the larger, less numerous fragments
would seem to be more important in assigning a good fit; in
these cases we have manually ordered the fits accordingly.

4. Discussion

4.1. Caveats in our modeling results

As discussed above, there are uncertainties in the derived
parent body diameters associated with the numerical fitting al-
gorithm we have adopted. There are other, probably larger and
more difficult to quantify, uncertainties inherent in our fitting
technique that result from (1) trying to scale the results of simu-
lated impacts into 100-km-scale targets to significantly larger or
smaller parent bodies, and (2) the fact that we attempt to match
observed family SFDs to a coarsely sampled matrix of impact
simulations originally run for a purpose other than for matching
SFD morphologies. One might expect that the results of actual
simulations involving significantly larger or smaller parent bod-
ies might vary from the scaled results presented here because of
enhanced or decreased gravitational effects among the debris
in larger- or smaller-scale impacts. Also, close inspection of
Fig. 3 reveals some rather significant changes in SFD morphol-
ogy when crossing some impactor size and/or impactor speed
boundaries; if one were trying to find a morphological match for
a particular observed SFD in such a region, the closest available
match might not necessarily be the best that could be achieved
if the phase space matrix was sampled more finely.

For example, our best fit for the diameter of the (832) Karin
cluster parent body is 63 km, derived by less-than-optimal
morphological matches by three simulations: Basalt_7_15_2.2,
Basalt_7_30_2.2, and Basalt_7_45_1.8. On the other hand,
Nesvorný et al. (2006) conducted over 100 detailed SPH/N -
body simulations for the formation of this family alone, and
derived a parent body diameter of 31 ± 3 km. The simulation
Basalt_7_15_2.2 does a fair job at fitting the ‘power law’ of
small debris from the second largest fragment down to smaller
fragments, but the largest remnant is just a bit larger than that
actually observed for the Karin cluster. In other words, the dif-
ference in size between the largest remnant and the second
largest fragment produced in this simulation is just a bit larger
than for the real Karin cluster. The fitting algorithm, which
weighs more heavily the morphological fit for the small debris,
forces the largest remnant to be too large, and this drives up the
overall size of the reconstructed parent body—to 65 km diam-
eter in this case. The simulation Basalt_7_30_2.2 produces a
better match to the difference in size between the largest rem-
nant and the second largest fragment, but then the ‘power law’
of smaller debris is offset too far to smaller sizes if we manu-
ally fit the observed SFD by considering the largest and second
largest fragments as the most important feature of the morpho-
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Table 1
Comparison of observed and modeled main-belt asteroid families

Family Simulation Shift
factora

Mean
DPB (km)

Spectral
characteristicsb

Notes

3 Juno S type Cratering impact outside the regime covered by our
models (none of our models produce a
secondary-to-primary size ratio as low as 0.0255).

4 Vesta Basalt_6_75_1.8 4.12 425 V type Cratering regime, best fit by large, high-speed impactors
at very oblique angle.

Basalt_7_75_1.8 4.38

8 Flora Basalt_6_45_1.8 2.01 185 S/C type Concave nature of SFD near 10 km size suggestive of
large impactor at oblique angle.

Basalt_3_45_1.4 1.73
Basalt_6_60_1.0 1.81

10 Hygiea Basalt_7_15_3.0 4.42 442 C (10 Hygiea)
and B type

Interlopers. Asteroids 100, 108, 1109, 1209, and 1599
(object number 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8) removed from the SFD
for the fit. Morphologically very similar to
Basalt_3_30_2.6 or Basalt_3_60_1.8, but with a [larger]
DLR/DSLR ratio.

15 Eunomia Basalt_4_60_1.0 2.96 292 S type Interlopers. Asteroids 85 and 141 (object number 2 and
3) removed from the SFD for the fit.

Basalt_3_60_1.0 2.88

20 Massalia Basalt_5_60_3.0 1.43 144 S type
Basalt_4_60_3.0 1.44
Basalt_3_60_3.0 1.46

24 Themis Basalt_5_30_1.8 4.51 451 C type Interlopers. Asteroids 461 and 1171 (object number 9
and 23) removed from the SFD for the fit.

46 Hestia Basalt_7_15_2.6 1.56 153 S type
Basalt_6_15_2.6 1.51

87 Sylvia Basalt_4_60_1.8 2.70 272
Basalt_5_45_2.6 2.73
Basalt_6_60_2.2 2.72

128 Nemesis Basalt_5_60_1.8 1.98 197 C type
Basalt_4_60_1.8 1.95

137 Meliboea Basalt_7_60_1.0 2.48 248 C type Big, fast impactor at very oblique angle.

145 Adeona Basalt_6_60_1.0 1.87 185 C type Also reminiscent of Basalt_3_45_1.4 (DPB = 180 km)
and Basalt_4_45_1.4 (DPB = 183 km).

Basalt_7_60_1.0 1.84

158 Koronis Basalt_5_15_1.8 1.66 167 S type Convexity of largest fragments suggests more head-on
than oblique impact.

Basalt_3_15_1.4 1.69

163 Erigone Basalt_7_15_2.2 1.20 114 C/X type
Basalt_4_30_1.8 1.10
Basalt_7_30_2.2 1.12

170 Maria Basalt_5_45_1.4 2.17 192 S type
Basalt_3_45_1.0 1.67

221 Eos Basalt_6_30_1.8 3.76 381 K type Interlopers. Asteroids 423 and 507 (object number 1
and 6) removed from the SFD for the fit.

Basalt_6_45_1.4 3.86

283 Emma Basalt_4_15_2.2 1.90 185 (283) Emma itself is a binary; this simulation also
produces a satellite around the largest remnant that
matches well the size of the observed companion of
(283) Emma.

Basalt_3_30_1.8 1.80
293 Brasilia Basalt_5_30_1.8 1.10 110 C/X type Interlopers. Asteroid 293 (object number 1) removed

from the SFD for the fit.

363 Padua Basalt_4_30_1.8 1.05 106 C/X type
Basalt_5_45_1.8 1.07
Basalt_5_15_2.2 1.07

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Family Simulation Shift
factora

Mean
DPB (km)

Spectral
characteristicsb

Notes

396 Aeolia Basalt_5_60_1.4 0.38 39
Basalt_3_45_1.8 0.37
Basalt_6_45_2.2 0.41

410 Chloris Basalt_6_30_2.2 1.58 154 C type Assuming that the largest member is an interloper. The
morphology of this family’s SFD strongly suggests that
either of the first or second largest member is an
interloper. Although both objects have taxonomies
consistent with the taxonomy of the other members of
the family (C type), many members of the background
population around the family have the same taxonomy.

Basalt_4_45_1.8 1.50
Basalt_6_30_2.2 1.63 165 Assuming that the second largest member is an

interloper.
Basalt_7_45_2.2 1.67

490 Veritas Basalt_7_60_1.0 1.69 177 C, P, and D
type

Basalt_6_45_1.8 1.85

569 Misa Basalt_7_15_2.2 1.24 117 C type
Basalt_7_30_2.2 1.13
Basalt_4_30_1.8 1.14

606 Brangane Basalt_5_15_2.2 0.50 46 S type
Basalt_5_60_1.0 0.43

668 Dora Basalt_4_45_1.0 1.58 165 C type
Basalt_4_30_1.4 1.73

808 Merxia Basalt_6_30_1.8 1.18 121 S type
Basalt_6_45_1.4 1.24

832 Karin Basalt_7_15_2.2 0.65 63 S type
Basalt_7_30_2.2 0.63
Basalt_7_45_1.8 0.61

845 Naema Basalt_4_45_1.4 0.81 81 C type
Basalt_4_30_1.8 0.80
Basalt_6_15_2.2 0.83

847 Agnia Basalt_5_45_1.4 0.61 61 S type Like Basalt_7_30_2.2 (DPB = 66 km) but with a larger
DLR/DSLR ratio.

1128 Astrid C type Unlike any of our runs (very shallow), but most like the
most oblique runs at 75 deg.

1272 Gefion S type Interlopers. Asteroids 83 and 481 (object number 1 and
2) removed from the SFD for the fit. Not quite like any
of the SFDs produced in our simulations, although the
convex shape of the SFD for the smaller fragments
suggests a low-speed impact by a large projectile at a
low impact angle.

1639 Bower Basalt_7_45_1.4 Interlopers. Asteroid 1639 (object number 1) removed
from the SFD for the fit.

1644 Rafita Basalt_6_45_1.8 0.63 63 S type

1726 Hoffmeister Basalt_7_45_1.4 1.50 134 C or F type
Basalt_3_15_1.4 1.18

3556 Lixiaohua Basalt_7_45_1.0 3.02 220 C/X type
Basalt_7_30_1.4 2.70
Basalt_4_45_1.0 1.54
Basalt_5_30_1.4 2.51
Basalt_4_15_1.4 1.87
Basalt_7_45_1.4 1.55

a The factor in log(N) versus log(D) space required by which the modeled family must be ‘slid’ horizontally in order to produce a good fit to the observed family
SFD.

b From Table 1 of Nesvorný et al. (2005) and Table 1 of Cellino et al. (2002).
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logical match. Nevertheless, this criterion yields a parent body
diameter of D = 28 km, comparable to the results of Nesvorný
et al. (2006). This example illustrates the importance of using
different fitting criteria when comparing SPH/N -body model
results to data, particularly when the most diagnostic features of
a family’s SFD are unknown. For this reason, we are careful in
Section 4.2 to compare our automated best-fit curve-matching
results with those produced by more subjective ‘eyeball’ fits.

Similarly, in an ongoing study, we are using an artificial in-
telligence tool, sim_learn (Burl et al., 2006), to verify the
accuracy of our scaled estimates for the (283) Emma family
parent body size. The best match found so far by the intelligent
tool is equivalent to a Basalt_4.6_55.4_1.38 simulation with a
parent body diameter of 167 km. This result is relatively close
to the two best scaled results reported here, but it is not an exact
match. The target body diameter is smaller, and the impactor
diameter, speed, and impact angle are all larger. The intelli-
gent tool found other close matches at Basalt_3.8_50.5_0.89
with a 192-km-diameter target, Basalt_5.4_59.8_1.15 with a
175-km-diameter target, and Basalt_3.9_65.2_0.73 with a 164-
km-diameter target. These results seem to push us toward a
best-match region in our simulation matrix with smaller targets,
larger impactors, and higher impact angles.

These examples from more detailed investigations via fami-
ly-specific simulations suggest an uncertainty in our derived
parent body diameters of a few tens of kilometers, inherent in
the assumptions of the technique itself.

We suggest a further caution. C type and related taxonomic
classes of asteroids are believed to contain a high degree of
porosity (as indicated by their very low bulk densities) and
processes such as pore crushing and compaction, not formally
treated in our SPH3D simulations, probably play a significant
role in cratering and disruption processes in these asteroids.
While the solid basalt target asteroids used in our numerical
simulations are probably valid comparisons to S-class and re-
lated taxonomic classes of asteroids, comparison of our model
results with the properties of C type and related classes might
be more problematic.

4.2. Using asteroid families as constraints for main-belt
evolution models

A primary goal of this project has been to compile aster-
oid family data that can be used to constrain collision evo-
lution models of the main belt as well as the poorly under-
stood disruption scaling law governing asteroids and planetesi-
mals. At present, the best available data on asteroid disruptions
come from laboratory experiments, nuclear bomb blasts (e.g.,
Holsapple et al., 2002) and SPH models similar to those used
here (e.g., Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Michel et al., 2001). While
these lines of data provide useful insights, they also have con-
siderable uncertainties. For example, most of the data on high
energy explosions comes from underground nuclear bomb ex-
periments that are orders of magnitude lower in energy than
those needed to break apart multi-km asteroids. Asteroid fam-
ilies, however, provide a natural laboratory for these kinds of
breakups, provided one can correctly interpret the data.
Our results suggest that previous studies (e.g., Tanga et al.,
1999) may in some cases have significantly underestimated par-
ent body sizes. We find that there are ∼20 families produced
by catastrophic breakups in the main belt from parent bodies
with diameters larger than 100 km, twice as many as previous
estimates (Tanga et al., 1999). More specifically, if we break
the main belt SFD into logarithmic size bins, with bin centers
at D = 123.5,155.5,195.7,246.4,310.2,390.5, and 491.6 km,
the incremental number of families in each bin is 6, 5, 5, 1, 0,
1, and 1, respectively. Here we concentrated on large families
because: (1) all such families are now believed to have been
identified and (2) they cannot be ground away by collisions nor
dispersed by Yarkovsky thermal drift forces on timescales short
enough to make them disappear (Bottke et al., 2001, 2005a).

These values are comparable to those estimated by Bottke et
al. (2005a, 2005b), who used a similar technique but subjective
“eyeball” fits to estimate the incremental distribution of fami-
lies (5, 5, 5, 1–2, 1, 1, 0) over the same size range. Given the
fact that both the automated and subjective fit techniques have
to account for the presence of interlopers, the unknown degree
of collisional evolution within the largest families, and the mar-
ginal fit between some SPH runs and the existing families, it is
encouraging that both yield family distributions similar to one
another. It is also unclear which method provides a superior
match to the family data; while there are certainly advantages
in using automated fits that avoid human biases, much depends
on how the “quality of fit” function was determined and how
it was weighted on a per bin basis. We believe the best way
to resolve this debate is not to modify our fitting technique but
instead to improve our SPH model data using new runs specifi-
cally designed to simulate D � 100 km or D � 100 km family
breakup events (e.g., Nesvorný et al., 2006). In particular, we
will investigate the large Eos and Themis family-forming events
that are responsible for the mismatch between Bottke et al. and
this paper at the large end of the incremental distribution of
families.

Before applying this family distribution to a main-belt evolu-
tion model, we need to know how long these families have been
forming in the main belt. This is a tricky question to address
because asteroid families are identified by their proper semi-
major axes, eccentricities, and inclinations. Proper elements,
which are quasi-integrals of motion, are computed by elimi-
nating short and long-term perturbations from their osculating
orbital elements (Knežević et al., 2002). To do this, we must as-
sume that the planets providing the strongest perturbations have
been in their current orbits over the interval of the calculation.
We consider this a reasonable approximation for timescales of
several billions of years.

If we go far enough back in time, however, it is unclear
whether this assumption still holds. For example, recent nu-
merical modeling work (Tsiganis et al., 2005; Morbidelli et
al., 2005; Gomes et al., 2005) indicates the dynamical structure
of the Solar System changed during the so-called Late Heavy
Bombardment (LHB), a time period ∼3.8 Gyr ago when many
of the largest basins on the Moon were formed (e.g., Tera et
al., 1974; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001). According to this mod-
eling work, the jovian planets were driven to their current a,
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e, i orbital parameters during the LHB. In the process, secu-
lar resonances swept across the main belt and scattered ∼90%
of the main-belt population onto planet-crossing orbits (Gomes
et al., 2005; Strom et al., 2005). If this model is realistic, as-
teroid families existing prior to the LHB were dispersed and
eliminated by sweeping resonances. Moreover, we cannot con-
sider proper element calculations extending back to this epoch
valid until new and more sophisticated formulations are cre-
ated. Thus, even families unaffected by sweeping resonances
would be undetectable beyond the LHB epoch. Accordingly,
we assume here that no known family is older than 3.8 Gyr
old. This limit agrees with preliminary estimates of family ages
from dynamical models (David Vokrouhlický, personal com-
munication).

Bottke et al. (2005a, 2005b) used these family distribution
constraints to test different asteroid disruption scaling laws
within a main-belt evolution model. Their best-fit results were
found to be an excellent match to the scaling laws predicted by
SPH asteroid breakup simulations (Benz and Asphaug, 1999).
We believe this outcome provides a useful consistency check
for the family distribution predictions made here.

In contrast, comparisons between our family distribution es-
timates and the results of other main-belt evolution models
(e.g., Durda et al., 1998; Cheng, 2004; O’Brien and Green-
berg, 2005) indicate these models produce considerably more
families from D > 100 km parent bodies than permitted by
observations. Bottke et al. (2005a, 2005b) argued that we are
probably not missing many main-belt families in this size range
from observational selection effects or dispersal via Yarkovsky
thermal forces (Bottke et al., 2001). If true, why do these codes
produce too many families? Bottke et al. (2005a) argued that
to reproduce the shape of the current main-belt SFD, many of
these codes treat asteroid disruption scaling laws as a free para-
meter. Accordingly, because their initial conditions are not well
constrained, their best fit scaling laws are often discordant with
SPH impact experiments. To correct this problem, we advocate
that future collision modeling work be tested against the distri-
butions of asteroid families like those described here.

4.3. Future work

It is likely that initial target and/or projectile spin could
change the results presented here significantly (perhaps by
mimicking a different impact angle). Leinhardt and Richard-
son (2000) investigated this effect and found that spin resulted
in egg-shaped largest remnants and enhanced satellite produc-
tion (although they did not quantify the latter in detail). Given
what is known about current asteroid spin distributions, it is
likely that this is an important effect that needs to be modeled
in the future.

Additionally, we are in the process of rerunning the entire
matrix of impact simulations with rubble-pile rather than solid
targets. Collisional evolution models (e.g., Davis et al., 1985,
1989, 2002; Campo Bagatin et al., 2001) suggest that most
asteroids have been substantially fractured or shattered and re-
assembled by impacts since their formation. Recent numerical
results by Michel et al. (2004a) indicate that pre-shattered aster-
oids behave very differently in impact events than undamaged
ones.
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